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"The Price is Right Presidency" at Ft Meyers FL
Did any of you catch Mr. O in action in Ft. Meyers FL. The guy is a real hypnotic
showman on stage. And he had the crowd of O-Bots dutifully mesmerized and
worshiping him and on display for the greater viewing audience and the MSM media
networks. Not only did the "cult of personality" mesmerized and worshiping O-Bots elect
this guy "American Idol" style, but now they are acting like they are on the "Price is
Right" in town hall meetings just to get to ask him a question.
Did you see that last person picked to answer a question, the young guy with the ball cap?
Obama had to ask people to sit down, then magically he found this guy jumping up and
down to be recognized. It was like, "Come on down! You get to ask the President the last
question". Was that real or a set up and plant in the crowd for the final question ... one
that Obama's managers wanted him to get as the last question, which is generally the key
one that people remember, especially if it is something the O-Bot manipulators want
people to hear? That guy in the ball cap was almost speechless and breathless just to get
to ask the question. Very good acting. And what a set up question it was. A perfect pitch
right in the zone for Obama to hit out of the park and walk off the stage to a screaming
and cheering and idolizing crowd wanting more.
This Mr. O guy is the master of "conversational hypnosis". And his handlers have him on
TV every day to keep the people mesmerized by him. I have never seen an "elected"
President on stage and campaigning like this ... after the campaign is over. No one is
using their head with O. It's all about whatever makes one feel good now, looks good on
TV, and be damned the future ramifications of what he is proposing and doing or
planning for our country and our system of economics and government. It's all now, now,
now, me, me, me. It is depressing to watch America becoming simple a combination of
"American Idol" and "The Price is Right" in our political decision making.
M Publius Goat
http://www.obamacitizenshipfacts.org
"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program,
until one day America will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened."
Norman Thomas
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